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Tube – Clear

Weight – 6mm TFS US Silver tube

Rib - Silver Wire

Front Body - Pink Ice Dub

Hackle - Pink Schlappen

Wing – White Tanuki

             Black Tanuki

Hackle – Pink FF Soft Hackle

Hackle – Turquoise Schlappen

Head – Pearl UFO disk

STEELHEAD

Cut a 10mm length of Clear 3mm outer tube. Flame over one end of the

1.8mm inner tube. Push the plain end of it through the outer. Pull it

through and into the outer until the flamed end is 4mm inside. Slide a

6mm US metal tube onto the liner. Cut the inner tube leaving 10mm

poking out. Secure the tube in the adapter.

Tie in the thread on inner tube and wind a bed of thread tight up to the

metal tube to secure it, wind onto the metal tube and take down to the

end of it tying in a length of Silver wire. Dub the thread with Pink Ice

Dub and wind up to the head forming the front body. Rib with the Wire,

tie in and trim off the waste. Use your Velcro brush to tease out the

body fibres.

Tie in an Pink Schlappen hackle by the tip, double it and wind 3 turns,

tie in and trim the waste.

Tie in a small bunch of White Tanuki about twice the tube length. Bind

down tightly and trim the waste.

Tie in a bunch of Black Tanuki slightly longer. Bind in tightly and trim the

waste.

Tie in an Pink Soft Hackle by the tip, double it and wind 3 turns and tie

in. Tie in a Turquoise Schlappen hackle by the tip, double it and wind 3

turns, tie in and trim the waste. Form a small head and whip finish.

Slide the UFO disk onto the protuding tube liner. Apply a tiny drop of

superglue to the head and push the disk firmly into place. Cut the liner

sticking out the front to 2mm. Gently apply a flame to the tube and melt

over the end until it is flush with the cone. Immediately push a dubbing

needle into the tube to make sure the hole for the leader is open.




